18/04/2019

Serial Number Search Certificate
This is a serial number search certificate for a serial number search
This Search certificate is provided under section 174 of the Personal Property Securities Act
2009
Search certificate number:
Search number:

6523530391880002
652353039188

This search certificate reflects the data contained in the PPSR at 18/04/2019 03:55:24 (Canberra Time).

Search Criteria Details
Serial number search type:
Watercraft:
PPSR registration state searched:

HIN
74734858
Current

PPSR Registration Details
There is no security interest or other registration kind registered on the PPSR against the serial number in the
search criteria details.
How to verify this certificate on the PPSR
You can use the search number from an original search (as shown on this certificate) to retrieve the original search
results and to issue a copy of the search certificate at https://transact.ppsr.gov.au/ppsr/Home.
There is no fee, however this process will not provide any update to the information in the original search.

Privacy and Terms and Conditions
The Australian Financial Security Authority is subject to the Privacy Act 1988 which requires that we comply with the
Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) set out in the Act. The APPs set out how Australian Government agencies
should collect, use, store and disclose personal information and how individuals can access records containing their
personal information.
Access to and use of the PPSR is subject to the General Conditions of Use, as well as other relevant terms and
conditions. All relevant terms and conditions can be found at www.ppsr.gov.au.

End of search certificate
EMAIL: enquiries@ppsr.gov.au
GPO Box 1944 Adelaide SA 5001

WEBSITE: www.ppsr.gov.au
1300 00 77 77
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How to read your PPSR vehicle search certificate
On your search certificate, look at the information under the heading ‘PPSR Registration Details’. The results
will either show no security interest or other registration (like the sample certificate below left), or one or more
registrations (image at right below). Note: ‘Registration Details’ refers to the PPSR registration, not the number
plate or road registration of a vehicle.

19/04/2016

19/04/2016

Serial Number Search Certificate

Serial Number Search Certificate

This is a serial number search certificate for a serial number search

This is a serial number search certificate for a serial number search

This Search certificate is provided under section 174 of the Personal Property Securities Act
2009

This Search certificate is provided under section 174 of the Personal Property Securities Act
2009

Search certificate number:
Search number:

Search certificate number:
Search number:

4570236437410001
457023643741

6553856701700001
655385670170

This search certificate reflects the data contained in the PPSR at 19/04/2016 09:22:50 (Canberra Time).

This search certificate reflects the data contained in the PPSR at 19/04/2016 09:36:25 (Canberra Time).

Search Criteria Details

Search Criteria Details

Serial number search type:
Motor vehicle:
PPSR registration state searched:

Serial number search type:
Motor vehicle:
PPSR registration state searched:

VIN
JN1FEAN14A0006135
Current

PPSR Registration Details

PPSR Registration Details
There is no security interest or other registration kind registered on the PPSR against the serial number in the
search criteria details.

Additional Motor Vehicle Details – NEVDIS
Identifier number:
Vehicle type:
Body type:
Colour:
Registration plate
number:
Registration expiry:
Year of manufacture:

JN1FEAN14A0006135
CAR / SMALL
PASSENGER VEHICLE
SEDAN
GOLD
No data recorded.

Identifier type:
Make:

VIN
NISSAN

Model:
Engine number:
State vehicle registered:

PULSAR
GA16350394B
ACT

If your certificate says, ‘There is no security interest
or other registration kind registered on the PPSR
against the serial number in the search criteria
details’, this means there is no outstanding debt
•
recorded
on the PPSR against that vehicle’s serial
number (such as the VIN).
No data recorded.
1994

Year/Month of compliance:

No data recorded.

NEVDIS Written-off Vehicle Notification:
I01AI05BI06A, NSW, 18 Dec 2008, Inspected
I01AI05BI06A, ACT, 25 Sep 2008, Repairable Write-off
NEVDIS Stolen Vehicle Notification:
Not recorded as stolen.

Identifier number:
Vehicle type:
Body type:
Colour:

VIN
JT731LNA609007406
Current

JN1FEAN14A0006135
CAR / SMALL
PASSENGER VEHICLE
SEDAN
GOLD

Identifier type:
Make:

VIN
NISSAN

Model:
Engine number:

NISSAN N14 P/CAR
GA16350394B

Environment: UAT

PPSR Registration number:
Registration kind:
Registration start time:
Registration end time:
Registration last changed:
Subordinate registration:
PPSR registration state:

201309040000069
Change number:
Security interest
04/09/2013 11:29:21 (Canberra Time)
04/09/2020 23:59:59 (Canberra Time)
04/09/2013 11:29:21 (Canberra Time)
Not stated
Transitional:
Current

If your search shows that no outstanding debt
is registered on the PPSR for the vehicle you are
interested in buying and you then choose to buy or
lease the vehicle on the day of the search or the next
day, you usually take the vehicle free of encumbrances
or debt.
If your search shows there is outstanding debt
registered on the PPSR for the vehicle you are
interested in buying and you then choose to buy or
lease the vehicle—if the seller doesn’t pay off the debt,
there is a very real chance the finance company listed
on the PPSR can turn up on your doorstep and take
the motor vehicle away.
Exceptions to the usual rule apply in certain
circumstances. For more information visit the
‘Searching and buyer protections’ page at
www.ppsr.gov.au.

No

Grantor Details
Organisation identifier:

000508725

Organisation identifier type:

ACN

Collateral Details
Serial number:
Collateral type:
Collateral class:
Proceeds:
Inventory:
Purchase Money Security
Interest:

JT731LNA609007406
Serial number type:
Commercial property
Motor vehicle
Yes - All present and after acquired property.
No

VIN

Your search shows one or more registrations. This
means there is outstanding debt on the PPSR against
the vehicle’s serial number (such as the VIN).
No

Secured Party Details
Family name:
Given names:

Tester
Test

Address for Service
Contact name:

Test 1
Environment: UAT
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What does this mean for you?

50831
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How do I query the details of a PPSR
registration?
Contact the secured party or parties listed under
‘Secured Party details’ on the search certificate. A
secured party identifies the person or organisation
that holds an interest in the motor vehicle.

What other details does my search
certificate show?
Your PPSR certificate also provides information
from the National Exchange of Vehicle and Driver
Information System (NEVDIS). This information
helps you to check the accuracy of the Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN), serial or chassis number,
or information about the vehicle from other sources.
It also gives you any data held on NEVDIS about
whether the vehicle is stolen or has been written-off.
NEVDIS is a national database of all registered
vehicles in Australia, compiled from data provided by
state and territory road agencies.
To get further information on details in the Additional
Motor Vehicle section, you can speak to the seller, who
can contact the state or territory road agency about
enquiries, errors and corrections.

Supporting better outcomes for consumers, business and the community.

www.ppsr.gov.au

How do I know if the vehicle is stolen or has
been written off?
View the ‘Additional Motor Vehicle Details – NEVDIS’
section. This includes ‘NEVDIS Written-off Vehicle
Notification’ details and ‘NEVDIS Stolen Vehicle
Notification’ details.
Written-off Indicator
‘Not recorded as written off’ means there is no NEVDIS
data to indicate the vehicle has been written off.
If the vehicle is recorded as written off, there are two
types of write-off.
A vehicle is a statutory write-off if it is declared as a
total loss e.g. it has severe structural or other damage or
deterioration that prevents it from being driven safely on
a road.

Double check the serial number, VIN or chassis number
entered on your search against the registration papers.
If they match, contact the seller who can ask the road
transport authority to investigate further.

How do I know if the vehicle is currently road
registered?
View the ‘State Vehicle Registered’ and ‘Registration
Expiry’ fields to locate details of the vehicle’s road
registration.
Ask to view a copy of the current registration papers to
confirm the current registered owner of the vehicle, (or
even ask the owner of the vehicle for proof of purchase).
By viewing the registration papers you can also cross
check the details on your search certificate, including
the registration plate number, VIN, engine or chassis
number, to ensure they match.

A vehicle is a repairable write-off if it has been
assessed as being too costly to repair, but subject to
state or territory laws, it may be re-registered for road use
if it has passed a vehicle safety and identity check.
This is an example of a written off notification:
NEVDIS Written-off Vehicle Notification:
NSW, 19 Mar 1997 Repairable Write-off
• W14L [Water|Whole vehicle|Water (salt)]
A number of codes represent different forms of damage
to a motor vehicle. See our ‘Understanding written-off
vehicle codes’ page at www.ppsr.gov.au.
If there is information that the vehicle has been
written off, you can contact the seller, who can query
the written-off listing with the state or territory road
agencies.
Stolen Vehicle Indicator
‘Not recorded as stolen’ means there is no NEVDIS data
to indicate the vehicle has been stolen.
If the vehicle is stolen, there are three possible stolen
indicators: engine, vehicle and plate. They indicate that
the vehicle or parts of the vehicle are recorded as stolen.
This is an example of a stolen notification:
NEVDIS Stolen Vehicle Notification:
Engine, 31 Jan 2008, QLD, POL JUR-Q-REFXXXXXXX
If there is a stolen listing you may wish to contact the
seller, who can query the stolen information with Police.

Why didn’t my search return additional motor
vehicle details?
If you see ‘No NEVDIS data is returned for the serial
number you entered’, that means that the serial number,
VIN or chassis number is not recorded on NEVDIS.
Check that you have entered the number correctly.
Otherwise it might mean that the vehicle has never or
not recently been registered.

PPSR registration state searched:

Tip

Current

In the ‘Search Criteria Details’ section of the
search certificate, ‘Current’ means the search is
looking for current PPSR registrations against
the serial number. It does not refer to whether or
not the motor vehicle is registered for the road.

What else should I do before I buy a car?
If you want to have the vehicle inspected by a
professional, ask your state road assistance association
or motor traders association for a recommendation. Ask
them to confirm the identity of the vehicle by checking
the VIN or chassis number has not been tampered with.
Check the vehicle’s service manual for records of
odometer readings to ensure they are correct and
consistent.

What else do I need to know?
Keep your search details and search certificate safe.
You will need your search number or search certificate
number to retrieve your original search result or search
certificate at a later time.
Your search certificate can also be used as evidence in
any dispute or legal matter.

Professional advice recommended
This fact sheet provides general information about the
Personal Property Securities Act 2009 and the PPSR.
It does not constitute legal advice. Seek professional
advice on specific issues affecting you.

Help in other languages
If you have difficulty speaking or understanding English,
contact the Translating and Interpreting Service (TIS)
National on 131 450 for the cost of a local call.

Further information
Online: www.ppsr.gov.au
Email: enquiries@ppsr.gov.au
Telephone: 130000PPSR (1300 007 777)

Supporting better outcomes for consumers, business and the community.

www.ppsr.gov.au

